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INTRODUCTION

behavioral traits has been gaining acceptance and is termed 

identity that the user is claiming. It is especially important 

use of brain signals at an application level exploiting the 
evoked potential approach for biometrics.

BAKGROUND

The most primitive and widely used authentication method 

usage of which are 
motivated by the facts of popularity due to low cost and 
user familiarity. 

picking up obvious known words which can be easily cracked. 

-
ing system vulnerabilities and access control failures may 

it. The same applies with card and tokens, which could be 
presented by anyone who successfully steals the card or 

Even the recently proposed graphical password which is 
motivated by the fact that people have a remarkable memory 
for pictures seem to share similar problems along with the 

presence of mobile phone cameras, digital cameras, and 
wireless video cameras brings in a new threat in the form of 

-

considered to surpass conventional automatic identity mea-

Fingerprint biometric systems have found its way in 

systems. Also development of scars and cuts can result in 

and it may also change over time because of health, emotional 
state and age. Face recognition has been used as a biometric 
system but issues like the family resemblance, occurrence 

the reliability. A recent article shows that face recognition 
systems can be bypassed by using still and video images 

it is inherently unreliable 
where high security is needed because there is not nearly 

faces and also small variations in pose angle, illumination 
geometry, and facial expression have disastrous effects on 

Another issue facing many of the biometric systems is 

have information which is valid and unchangeable for life-

is a known fact that no biometric is expected to effectively 
meet the requirements for all applications. The choice of a 

of the application domain. 
The above discussion on the existing biometric technolo-
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environments and reiterates the need for an authentication 
system which has the following characteristics

a. Changeability: The ability to replace authentication 
information.

b. Privacy (theft protection): A biometric which is fraud 
resistant and does not use a template for lifetime.

c. : System should be immune to all 

d. Universality: Every person should have the considered 
characteristics.

e. Permanence (stability): Characteristic should be in-
variant and stable over a period of time.

A biometric system using
patterns with the evoked potential approach seems to have 
the potential to satisfy all of these requirements. Applica-
tions for this biometric system include high security systems 

be easily forged. It could also be used as a modality within 
a multimodal biometric environment. The advantage of 
using such brain electrical activity as biometric is its fraud 
resistance, that is someone else cannot duplicate the recorded 
brain response, and is hence unlikely to be forged or stolen. 

-

activity is not easily seen. An added impetus for this sort of 

an initial study on the possibility of developing an electronic 
security system that will identify people by monitoring the 
brain activity. 

BIOMETRIC SYSTEM USING BRAIN
SIGNALS

In general, data for brain biometric system are collected 

shown and the brain signals are recorded in response to the 
activity on the computer screen. Electrode gel is used at the 

cap for improving conductance of brain potentials. There 
are also interfacing cables which interface the computer and 

-

trials of the same paradigm are usually performed during 
the course of the experiment and averaging taken to reduce 

Given the risks with invasive implanted devices in brain 
and the associated ethical concerns, non invasive approaches 

-
ity is the de facto standard in diagnosis of brain related 
diseases, however recently there has been a spurt of activ-

on EEG based biometrics include the use of autoregressive 

recorded from subjects with eyes open and eyes closed 

linear discriminant analysis was employed to classify the 

parameters from four subjects describing the alpha rhythm 

on computational geometry gave a much improved average 

More recently a statistical framework based on Gaussian 
mixture models and maximum a posteriori model adaptation 

-
tion. The study also highlighted that certain mental tasks 

these studies were conducted for a relatively small number 
of subjects. 

BIOMETRIC SYSTEM USING THE 
EVOKED POTENTIAL APPROACH

Evoked potential is a type of EEG that is evoked in re-
sponse to a stimulus, which could be visual, auditory or 

algorithm was used to extract features in the gamma band 

recognition of over 96% with 102 subjects. Other systems 

which is most frequently elicited within the framework of 
an “oddball paradigm”.
and motivating as they require no or very less training. It 
is known for its simplicity, ease of use and low error rates 

In the oddball experiment the subject is asked to distin-
guish between two stimuli, one common and one rare, by 
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